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(57)Abstract: 
PURPOSE: To provide a method of manufacturing an optical recording medium which excels 

in recording and erasing characteristics even when the initializing processing is speeded up, 

the repetitious characteristic of which is stable, and a formal method. 

CONSTITUTION: Information can be recorded, erased and reproduced by irradiating a 

recording layer formed on a substrate, and the recording and the erasing are performed by 

phase change between an amorphous phase and a crystal phase. When an optical recording 

medium is manufactured, the initializing processing is performed by changing the recording 

layer of the optical recording medium from an amorphous state to a crystal state by irradiation 

and after that, overlight is performed when a recording power level is the value of not more 

than optimal recording power and an erasing power level is the power of higher value than 

optimal erasing power. 
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* NOTICES * 

Japan Patent Office is not responsible for any 
damages caused by the use of this translation. 

l.This document has been translated by computer. So the translation may not reflect the original 

precisely. 
2 **** shows the word which can not be translated. 
3.1n the drawings, any words are not translated. 

CLAIMS  

rClaim(l]By irradiating light at the record layer formed on the substrate, informational record, When 
the optical recording medium to which elimination and playback are possible and informational record 
and informational elimination are performed by the phase change between an amorphism phase and a 
crystal phase is manufactured, After performing initialization processing which irradiates light and 
changes the record layer of said optical recording medium into a crystallized state from an amorphous 
state The manufacture approach of the optical recording medium characterized by carrying out an 
exaggerated light by the power whose record power level is a value below the optimal record power and, 
whose elimination power level is a value higher than the optimal elimination power. 
[Claim 2] By irradiating light at the record layer formed on the substrate, informational record, To the 
optical recording medium to which elimination and playback are possible and informational record and 
informational elimination are performed by the phase change between an amorphism phase and a crystal 
phase After performing initialization processing which irradiates light and changes the record layer of 
said optical recording medium into a crystallized state from an amorphous state, The format approach of 
the optical recording medium characterized by carrying out an exaggerated light by the power whose 
record power level is a value below the optimal record power and, whose elimination power level is a 
value higher than the optimal elimination power in case format processing is performed to said optical 

recording medium. . 
[Claim 3] The optical recording medium characterized by the over-write [ with the manufacture 
approach of an optical recording medium according to claim 1 ]. 
[Claim 4] The optical recording medium characterized by the over-write [ with the format approach 

according to claim 2 ]. . . 
[Claim 5] The manufacture approach of the optical recording medium according to claim 1 characterized 
by the record power when carrying out an exaggerated light being 0.8 or more times of the optimal 

record power, and below the optimal record power. 
[Claim 6] The format approach of the optical recording medium according to claim 2 characterized by 
the record power when carrying out an exaggerated light being 0.8 or more times of the optimal record 

power, and below the optimal record power. 
[Claim 7] The manufacture approach of an optical recording medium according to claim 1 that 
elimination power when carrying out an exaggerated light is characterized by being lower than the 
maximum power which a record layer does not fuse more highly than the optimal elimination power. 
[Claim 8] The format approach of an optical recording medium according to claim 2 that elimination 
power when carrying out an exaggerated light is characterized by being lower than the maximum power 
which a record layer does not fuse more highly than the optimal elimination power. 
[Claim 9] The manufacture approach of the optical recording medium according to claim 1 characterized 
by reproducing the data which carried out the exaggerated light and conducting defective inspection. 
[Claim 10] The format approach of the optical recording medium according to claim 2 characterized by 
reproducing the data which carried out the exaggerated light and conducting defective inspection. 
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* NOTICES * 

Japan Patent Office is not responsible for any 
damages caused by the use of this translation. 

l.This document has been translated by computer. So the translation may not reflect the original 

precisely. 
2 **** shows the word which can not be translated. 
3.In the drawings, any words are not translated. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION 

[Detailed Description of the Invention] 

[0001] 
[Industrial Application] This invention relates information to the manufacture approach of an optical 
recording medium of performing record, playback, or elimination, the format approach, and an optical 
recording medium, by the phase change between an amorphism phase and a crystal phase. 

[0002] 
[Description of the Prior Art] After it irradiates and fuses [ heat and ] laser pulsed light in the record 
layer of a crystallized state, the rewritable optical recording medium using the phase change of a crystal 
and non-** records by making it an amorphous state by quenching, and to a record mark, beyond 
crystallization temperature, by irradiating the laser beam of power lower than the melting point, 
amorphous state is returned to a crystallized state and it eliminates it. The exaggerated light (overwrite 
record) which modulates the output of the laser beam which irradiates at the time of record on two level 
higher than playback power as the above-mentioned record approach as shown in drawing 1 recently, 
and is eliminated on record and medium level with high level in one exposure is becoming general. 
[0003] Conventionally, on the substrate, by the vacuum forming-membranes methods, such as vacuum 
evaporationo and sputtering, further, it formed the protective layer, the record layer, the reflecting layer, 
etc., the above-mentioned optical recording medium carried out spreading formation of the ultraviolet- 
rays hardening resin layer for the surface protection, applied adhesives further if needed, made the 
optical recording medium of two sheets rival, and was manufacturing them. 
[0004] Thus, generally the record layer of the optical recording medium made to form is formed by the 
amorphous state. Therefore, before using the above-mentioned optical recording medium, initialization 
processing which makes the record layer of all the fields that record information the crystallized state 
which is in an elimination condition is performed. 
[0005] As this initialization art, there were an approach of irradiating the argon laser light of 
continuation luminescence etc. over a large field at an optical recording medium at once by large power 
as shown in JP,2-45247,B, and the approach of performing by carrying out flash exposure all over an 
optical recording medium by the xenon flash tube, as shown in JP,62-250533,A conventionally. 
[0006] Furthermore, before using the optical recording medium which generally performed the above- 
mentioned initialization processing, defective inspection which compares the data which recorded 
known data, reproduced and were recorded with the reproduced data, and detects an error is conducted, 

and the quality is sorted out. 
[0007] Moreover, also in order for there to be problems, like dispersion focusing and tracking actuation 
become [ servo gain ] instability with the reflection factor difference of the part on which data are 
written, and the part which is not and to solve the problem, recording data on an optical recording 
medium in advance etc. needed to be processed at the time of ******. 
[0008] On the other hand, before using the optical recording medium which performed the above- 
mentioned initialization processing, a manufacturer or a user does change sector division of the user area 
with a data sector by drive, and, generally is performing format processing which prepares some 
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defective management domains. Furthermore, by this format processing, processing which records data 
on a data sector, is reproduced into it, verifies a medium, and changes the sector of a rejected region 
with a change sector by abatement or the linearity permutation method with a sector slip method was 

performed, and the defective sector is eliminated. 

[Problem(s) to be Solved by the Invention] However, by the above-mentioned conventional manufacture 
approach or the format approach, since the rotational speed of an optical recording medium was raised 
in the art which uses laser beams, such as argon laser light, in order to accelerate initialization 
processing or the whole optical recording medium was irradiated, the delivery pitch at the time of 
sending an exposure spot radially needed to be enlarged. In this case, since the field whose intensity 
distribution of an exposure spot are not uniform was limited, it became exposure unevenness, 
crystallization did not progress thoroughly selectively, but the reflection factor after initialization is low 
and ** and unevenness had occurred. For this reason, the rate of elimination in early stages of record is 
low, and ** and the property which was sharply changed further with the logged point or the recording 

rate, and was stabilized were not acquired. 
rOOlO] moreover, in the art which uses a xenon lamp Although there is an advantage which can carry out 
flash exposure of the entire disk at once, the exposure which is several times since the light exposure per 
unit area becomes small is needed. If the exposure power of a flash plate open light-hour is further 
raised in order to reduce a count, a thermal load **** damage will be given to a substrate etc. The 
curvature of an optical recording medium became large, there were a problem of a mechanical 
characteristic deteriorating and a possibility of a minute crack having occurred on each class of the 
vacuum formation film with heat, and becoming a defect, and there was a problem of reducing the life of 
an optical recording medium and dependability remarkably further. 
rOOlll As mentioned above, when initialization processing was accelerated by the conventional 
manufacture approach or the format approach, it was reliable and it also difficult for record reproducing 
characteristics good and stabilized from first time record, to be hard to be acquired, and to recover a 

rOO 12?Tttfmvention was originated in view of many faults of this conventional technique, and the 
Place made into the object is from first time record for a record elimination property to offer the optical 
recording medium processed by the manufacture approach, the format approach and this manufacture 
approach that an optical recording medium with high dependability [ stability and dependability ] fitness 

and a repeat property is obtained, and the format approach. 

mlms for Solving the Problem] The object of this this invention by irradiating light at the record layer 
formed on the substrate Informational record, elimination, and playback are possible. Informational 
record and informational elimination When the optical recording medium performed by the phase 
change between an amorphism phase and a crystal phase is manufactured, After performing 
initialization processing which irradiates light and changes the record layer of said optical recording 
medium into a crystallized state from an amorphous state, It is attained by the manufacture approach of 
the optical recording medium characterized by carrying out an exaggerated light by the power whose 
record power level is a value below the optimal record power and, whose elimination power level is a 

value higher than the optimal elimination power. 
[0014] The object of this this invention moreover, by irradiating light at the record layer formed on the 
substrate Informational record, elimination, and playback are possible. Informational record and 
informational elimination After performing initialization processing which irradiates light and changes 
the record layer of said optical recording medium into the optical recording medium performed by the 
phase change between an amorphism phase and a crystal phase from an amorphous state at a crystallized 
state In case format processing is performed to said optical recording medium, it is attained by the 
format approach of the optical recording medium characterized by carrying out an exaggerated light by 
the power whose record power level is a value below the optimal record power and, whose elimination 
power level is a value higher than the optimal elimination power. 
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F0015] Like this invention, it is the record power level below the optimal record power, and the crystal 
growth of a part with insufficient crystallization after initialization can be promoted by the laser 
radiation of this elimination power level after initialization, by carrying out the exaggerated light of the 
data with elimination power level higher than the optimal elimination power, and a reflection factor can 
be raised. The reflection factor unevenness by the crystallization unevenness on a disk is lost, by this, 
since a difference with the reflection factor in the part which carried out annealing elimination of the 
record mark by which homogeneity is realized in actual record increase and by gathering the reflection 
factor of an entire disk further by the laser beam becomes small, the rate of elimination becomes good, 

and an initial property can be stabilized. 
[00 16] In this invention, it is important to carry out an exaggerated light by the power whose record 
power level is a value below the optimal record power and whose elimination power level is a value 

higher than the optimal elimination power. 
100171 In this invention, the power Plw 1.25 times the value of a record low which is the point of 
inflection of the record power dependence curve of C/N indicated to be the optimal record power Pew 
when performing an exaggerated light to drawing 2 is said, record power Pw at the time of the 
exaggerated light by this invention ****** .. it is below the optimal record power Pew -- required -- 
more -- desirable - the range of 0.8xPcw<=Pw <=Pcw - it is the range of 0.8xPcw<=Pw <=0.9xPcw 
still more preferably. When record power is higher than the optimal record power Pew, a record mark 
becomes [ become large, erase and ] the remaining cause and is not more desirable than the elimination 
width of face at the time of an exaggerated light. Moreover, as for record power, it is desirable that it is 
more than the record low power Plw. Since the recorded signal strength becomes lower than C/N-ary 
required of a disk when record power is lower than the record low power Plw, over-writing is impossible 

[Omlfpoint of inflection PI of the rate curve of elimination indicated to be the optimal elimination 
power Pee when performing an exaggerated light to drawing 3 in this invention P2 The main power Pee 
is said Moreover, elimination power Pe It is desirable that it is lower than the maximum power which a 
record layer does not fuse. Power Pm to which C/N-ary of the regenerative signal when making 
elimination power level of drawing 1 the same as playback power level, and recording it here with the 
maximum power which a record layer does not fuse begin to start It says. Elimination power Pe when 
carrying out an exaggerated light at which it is based on this invention It is the maximum power Pm 
which it is required to be higher than the optimal elimination power Pee, and a record layer does not fuse 
by elimination power more preferably. It receives and is 1.05xPce< Pe <=Pm. When setting to Phe the 
range and elimination power of the point of inflection of the elimination power dependence curve of 
C/N shown in drawing 3 still more preferably, it is the range of l.lxPce< Pe <=Phe. When elimination 
power is below the optimal elimination power, crystallization by initialization processing serves as 
imperfection and since the temperature inside a record layer does not rise to the temperature field which 
crystal growth promotes greatly over the whole truck, it is not desirable. A part [ amorphous state / in 
addition to a record mark ] occurs that elimination power is more than the power that a record layer 
fuses, or the mark itself is distorted, and the recorded signal strength becomes low and is not more 
desirable than C/N-ary required of a disk. . 
[0019] In the approach of this invention, although especially the signal pattern when carrying out the 
exaggerated light of the data is not limited, in order to carry out defective inspection, it becomes 
[ inspection processing the direction of the pattern with which the convention was decided ] simple and 

is desirable. .    _ , 
[0020] In this invention, defective inspection usually carries out the data comparison ot the data ot the 
known pattern which carried out format processing according to the record conditions of this invention, 
and was recorded, and the reproduced data by calculating machines, such as a computer, and is 
conducted by computing a cutting tool error rate, bit error REITO, etc. 
[0021] It consists of a layered product of a transparence substrate / the first dielectric layer / record 
layer / the second dielectric layer/reflecting layer as a typical configuration of the optical recording 
medium of this invention (incidence of the light is carried out from a substrate side here), however, not 
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the thing to limit to this but the range which does not spoil the effectiveness of this invention on the 
reflSg layer of the above-mentioned configuration - Si02 ZnS and ZnS-Si02 etc. - what prepared 
the adhesives layer for making resin layers, such as a protective layer and ultraviolet-rays hardening 
resin;and other substrates rival etc. may be used. Moreover, a reflecting layer may not be in the above- 

m0221 Thc^^^ng medium of this invention is formed on a transparence substrate in order of 
he first dielectric layer, a record layer, the second dielectric layer, and a reflecting layer, after that, 
carries out spreading formation of the resin layers, such as an ultraviolet-rays hardening resin layer, for a 
surface protection, and is manufactured. Furthermore, cladding manufacture of the optical recording 
medium of two sheets is carried out if needed, moreover, instead of [ of ultrayiolet-rays hardening 
resin 1 - a reflecting layer top - Si02 ZnS and ZnS-Si02 etc. - the third dielectric layer may be 
formed, or further, on it, spreading formation may be carried out and an ultraviolet-rays hardening resin 

laver may be manufactured. ^ r 
r00231 if initialization processing of the record layer of an amorphous state is here after forming a 
reflecting layer - always - good - Si02 ZnS and ZnS-Si02 etc. - even if it carries out after carrying 
out after carrying out spreading formation of the third dielectric layer and ultraviolet-rays hardening 
resin laver or making the optical recording medium of two sheets rival, it does not interfere. 
m024|As'anapproach of forming a dielectric layer, a record layer, and a reflecting layer, the thin film 
forming method in the inside of a well-known vacuum, for example, electron beam vacuum deposition, 
the ion plating method, the sputtering method, a CVD method, etc. are raised. Since especially a 
presentation and control of thickness are easy, the sputtering method is desirable. 
m0251 Control of thickness, such as a record layer to form, is the quartz-resonator thickness gage which 
is a well-known technique, is carrying out monitoring of the deposition condition, and can be performed 

m026i Whichever in the condition which fixed the substrate of having as, or moved and rotated is 
sufficient as formation of a record layer etc. Since it excels in the homogeneity wittnn the fie d of 
AicEIess, \X is desirable to make a substrate rotate and it is more desirable to combine revolution further. 

T00271 The Ayr sandwich structure with the well-known cladding structure of the optical recording 
medium of two sheets, the Ayr incident structure, adhesion cladding structure, etc. are raised. Since 
tee hTespecially little degradation of the mechanical characteristic [ structure / by adhesives, such as 
hot melt adhesive, / adhesion cladding ] under high-humidity/temperature, it is desirable. 
r00281 Although the well-known method of application, for example, a spray method, the coating- 
machine method, print processes, the spinner method, etc. are mentioned as an approach of applying 
adhesives, such as resin protective layers, such as ultraviolet-rays hardening resin, and hot melt 
adhesive/since it can apply to homogeneity with sufficient productivity it is desirable to app y 
Xavfolet-rays hardening resin with a spinner, and to apply hot melt adhesive by the roll coater. 
Moreover, cladding of the optical recording medium of two sheets is pressurized with press equipment, 

m0291PThe°a^proach of performing by the initialization approach irradiating light, such as laser beams, 
such as gas laser, such as argon laser and HERUUMU cadmium laser, and semiconductor laser, and a 
xenon flash tube, at an optical recording medium is raised. Since it is especially hard to produce the 
curvature and KURRAKU by the laser beam according [ initialization ] to heat deformation ol a 
substrate and an ultraviolet-rays resin layer, and it is desirable, and equipment can be miniaturized more 
preferably, and power consumption can also be made small and a production cost can be done low, 

semiconductor laser can be used. 
r00301 Next, the optical recording medium of this invention is described. 
0031 A substrate is easy to be the same as the substrate of the conventional record media, such as 

mastics glass, and aluminum. When performing record from a substrate side using the light beam which 
converged in order to avoid the effect of the blemish of dust and a substrate etc., it is desirable to use a 
transparent material as a substrate. As such an ingredient, glass, a polycarbonate, polymethyl 
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methacrylate, polyolefin resin, an epoxy resin, polyimide resin, etc. are raised. An optical birefringence 
is small especially, hygroscopicity is small, and since shaping is easy, polycarbonate resin and an epoxy 
resin are desirable. An epoxy resin is desirable when especially thermal resistance is required. 
[0032] Although especially the thickness of a substrate is not limited, 0.01mm - 5mm is practical. In less 
than 0 01mm, since it becomes difficult to become easy to be influenced of a contaminant and to enlarge 
the numerical aperture of an objective lens in 5mm or more and exposure light beam spot size becomes 
large even when recording by the light beam which converged from the substrate side, it becomes 
difficult to raise recording density. A substrate may be flexible and may be rigid. 
[00331 A dielectric layer has the effectiveness which enlarges signal contrast at the time of playback 
according to the effectiveness of protecting a substrate and a record layer from heat, and optical cross 
protection, such as preventing that a substrate, a record layer, etc. deform with heat at the time of record, 
and a recording characteristic deteriorates. As this dielectric layer, there are inorganic thin films, such as 
ZnS Si02 silicon nitride, and an aluminum oxide. The thin film of carbide, such as a thin film of 
nitrides such as an oxide thin film of metals, such as a thin film of ZnS, and Si, germanium, aluminum, 
Ti Zr Ta and Si aluminum, and Si, Ti, Zr, Hf, and the mixed film of these compounds have especially 
desirable moisture-proof heat from a high thing, moreover, these - MgF2 etc. - what the fluoride mixed 
is desirable from membranous residual stress being small. It is especially ZnS and Si02. The mixed film 
is desirable from the ability of degradation of record sensibility, C/N, the rate of elimination, etc. not to 

break out easily also due to the repeat of record and elimination. 
[0034] The 1st and 2nd dielectric layer thickness is about 10-500nm. Since it is hard to exfoliate from a 
substrate or a record layer and hard to produce defects, such as a crack, the 1st dielectric layer has 
desirable 10-400nm. Moreover, since many rewritings are possible for the 2nd dielectric layer to 
recording characteristics, such as C/N and a rate of elimination, and stability, its 10-200nm is desirable. 
[0035] Especially as a record layer, although it does not limit, there are a Pd-germanium-Sb-Te alloy, a 
Pt-germanium-Sb-Te alloy, a Nb-germanium-Sb-Te alloy, a nickel-germanium-Sb-Te alloy, a 
eermanium-Sb-Te alloy, a Co-germanium-Sb-Te alloy, an In-Sb-Te alloy, an In-Se alloy, etc. A Pd- 
germanium-Sb-Te alloy, a Pt-germanium-Sb-Te alloy, a Nb-germanium-Sb-Te alloy, and a germamum- 
Sb-Te alloy are desirable from many records with short and blanking time and the repeat of elimination 

rOOslfEspecfally as thickness of a record layer, although it does not limit, it is 10-150nm. Especially 
record and elimination sensibility are high, and since many record elimination is possible, it is desirable 

to be referred to as lOnm or more 30nm or less. 
[0037] A reflecting layer is effective in making formation of the record mark of amorphous state easy, 
and improving an elimination property and a repeat property according to the cooling effect, with optical 
cross protection while it improves the signal contrast at the time of playback. What mixed metallic 
compounds, such as metal nitrides, such as aluminum and Si, a metallic oxide, and a metal chalcogen 
ghost is mentioned to the alloys with which light reflex nature, such as aluminum and Au, makes a high 
metal'and these high a principal component as this reflecting layer, and these metals. Metals, such as 
aluminum and Au, and the alloy which makes these a principal component have high light reflex nature, 
and is desirable from thermal conductivity being made highly. Corrosion resistance is good, and since 
generating of a hillock etc. cannot take place easily, it is especially desirable that the alloy which uses 
one aluminum of under 3 atom % ****, an aluminum-Ti alloy, an aluminum-Cr alloy, an aluminum-Ta 
alloy an aluminum-Ti-Cr alloy, an aluminum-Si-Mn alloy, and an aluminum-Hf-Pd alloy as a principal 
component constitutes an alloying element in total for a reflecting layer more than 0.5 atom %. 
[0038] Especially as thickness of a reflecting layer, although it does not limit, it is 30nm to 300nm. 
Especially record and elimination sensibility are high, and since it excels in elimination properties, such 
as a rate of elimination, 60nm or more 200nm or less is desirable. 

[0039] 
[Example] Hereafter, although concretely explained based on the example of this invention, this 

invention is not limited to these. 
[0040] In addition, the property in an example is evaluated based on the following approaches. 
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[0041] (1) By ICP AEM (FTS-1100 made from SEIKO Electronic industry mold), the presentation of a 
presentation record layer and a dielectric layer calculated the content of each element, and computed the 

presentation ratio. 
[0042] (2) Record, an elimination property (1 beam exaggerated light property) 
The initialized optical recording medium was rotated by 1800rpm, convergent radiotherapy of the 
semiconductor laser light with a wavelength of 830nm modulated in the frequency of 3.7MHz and 50ns 
of pulse width from the substrate side near the disk radius of 30mm was carried out with the objective 
lens of a numerical aperture 0.53, and exaggerated light record was performed. After record, the record 
part was scanned with 1.5mW semiconductor laser light, and record was reproduced. Furthermore, after 
having changed the frequency of previous conditions into 1.4MHz for the record part, performing 
exaggerated light record and eliminating a 3.7MHz record signal, it reproduced on the same conditions 
as the point Carrier level and a noise level were measured after record and for the regenerative signal 
after elimination on conditions with a bandwidth of 30kHz by the spectrum analyzer, respectively, it 
asked for the carrier pair noise ratio (C/N), and the difference with a carrier level [ at the time of 3.7 
moreMHz record ] and a carrier level [ at the time of 1.4MHz record (at the time of 3.7MHz 
elimination) ] of 3.7MHz was searched for as a rate of elimination. The above-mentioned measurement 
was repeated from 1 time to 100 times, and was performed, and 30 trucks were measured every two 

trucks about the 1st time. 
[0043] The record layer, the dielectric layer, and the reflecting layer were formed by the RF magnetron 
sputtering method, rotating the substrate made from a polycarbonate of an ISO semi- place format of the 
example 1 thickness of 1.2mm, the diameter of 130mm, and 1.6-micrometer pitch by per minute 30 

[0044?F?st it is ZnS and Si02 on a substrate in the argon gas ambient atmosphere of 6x10 to 1 Pa after 
exhausting up to 7x10 to 5 Pa. A mole ratio is ZnS-Si02 of 80:20. The spatter of the target was carried 
out and the 170nm of the 1st dielectric layer was formed. Next, the spatter of the NbGeSbTe alloy target 
was carried out, and 25nm of record layers of the elementary composition of Nb0.3 
germaniuml8.2Sb26.6Te54.9 (atomic %) was formed. Furthermore, it is the 2nd dielectric layer ZnS- 
Si02 The spatter of the target was carried out, 20nm was formed, on it, as a reflecting layer, the spatter 
of the Hfl 4Pd0.2 aluminum98.4 alloy was carried out, and it was formed 140nm. Furthermore, after 
removing this disk from a vacuum housing, ultraviolet-rays hardening resin was applied with the spin 
coat method on the reflecting layer, after that, ultraviolet rays are irradiated, and were stiffened, and the 
10-micrometer protection resin layer was formed. # 

T0045] Next this disk was rotated with the linear velocity of 7.5m/second, the delivery pitch irradiated 
semiconductor laser light with a wavelength of 810nm which condensed from the substrate side to the 
ellipse whose full width at half maximum is 45x25 micrometers by one revolution on condition that 25 
micrometers and film surface on-the-strength 1.4W, and the whole surface was initialized. The 
initialization processing time at this time was 50 seconds. The optical recording medium which 
processes this invention by the above was obtained. 
[0046] The recording characteristic of the result of having measured the 100th property repeatedly by 
said assessment approach is shown in drawing 4 as a record power dependence curve of C/N, and an 
elimination property is shown in drawing 5 as the rate curve of elimination, and an elimination power 

dependence curve of C/N. 
[0047] The record low power Plw of drawing 4 and drawing 5 to this optical recording medium is 
16mW, and the optimal record power Pew is 20mW and PI. 6mW and P2 1 lmW and the optimal 
elimination power Pee were lOmW, and Phe was 8mW. 
[0048] Over-writing record of the data of the random signal of two to 7 modulation was earned out on 
all the trucks of a data area on conditions (record power 18mW and elimination power lOmW) at the 
above-mentioned optical recording medium. Then, the result of having measured the property by the 
optimal record power and the optimal elimination power by said assessment approach is shown in a 

table 1. 
[0049] 
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[A table 1] 

* 1 

«t>SL0« C/N 

10 5 3.  6 d B 2 2.  8 d B 

2m 5 3.  6 d B 2 3.  6 d B 

5 0 5 3.  3 d B 2 5.  6 d B 

1 00 5 3.  3 d B 2 6. 3 d B 

loom 5 3. 3 d B 2 5. 5 d B 

[0050] The property which the optical recording medium of this invention had, and was stabilized was 
acquired so that clearly from a table 1. [ better than the first time ] Moreover, there was almost ho 
dispersion in the property by the recording track. Furthermore, after over-writing processing, the data 
recorded at the time of over-writing were compared with the data which reproduced it, and defective 
inspection was conducted. Consequently, bit error REITO (BER) of this optical recording medium was a 
value good at 1.6x10-6. 
[0051] Over-writing record of the data of the random signal of two to 7 modulation was carried out like 
the example 1 except the over-write [ trucks / of a data area / all ] on conditions (record power 17mW of 
example 2 over-writing, and elimination power 9mW). 
[0052] Then, the result of having measured the property by the optimal record power and the optimal 
elimination power by said assessment approach is shown in a table 2. 

[0053] 
[A table 2] 

* 2 

«*3L0ft C/N 

10 5 3. 7 d B 2 3.  1 d B 

20 5 3. 3d B 2 5.  1 d B 

50 5 3.  8 d B 27. 5 d B 

100 5 3.  6 d B 2 5.  6 dB 

1 0 00 5 3.  3 d B 2 6. 1 d B 

[0054] The property which the optical recording medium of this invention had, and was stabilized was 
acquired so that clearly from a table 2. [ better than the first time ] Moreover, there was almost no 
dispersion in the property by the recording track. Furthermore, after over-writing processing, the data 
recorded at the time of over-writing were compared with the data which reproduced it, and defective 
inspection was conducted. Consequently, BER of this optical recording medium was a value good at 

1.6x10-6. " 
[0055] About the record layer of example 3 example 1, it is germanium2 Sb2 Te5. Oyer-write [ with the 
alloy target, carried out the spatter, and it formed, and also the optical recording medium was 
manufactured like the example 1, and ] like the example 1. 
[0056] The recording characteristic of the result of having measured the 100th property repeatedly by 
said assessment approach is shown in drawing 6 as a record power dependence curve of C/N, and an 
elimination property is shown in drawing 7 as the rate curve of elimination, and an elimination power 
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dependence curve of C/N. 
[00571 The record low power Plw of drawing 6 and drawing 7 to this optical recording medium is 
16.8mW, and the optimal record power Pew is 21mW and PI. 6.5mW and P2 11.5mW and the optimal 
elimination power Pee were 10.5mW, and Phe was 8.5mW. 
[0058] Over-writing record of the data of the random signal of two to 7 modulation was earned out on 
all the trucks of a data area on conditions (record power 19mW and elimination power 10.5mW) at the 
above-mentioned optical recording medium. Then, the result of having measured the property by the 
optimal record power and the optimal elimination power by said assessment approach is shown in a 

table 3. 
[0059] 
[A table 3] 

* 3 

C/N 

10 5 3.  5 d B 2 2. 5 d B 

20 5 3.  0 d B 2 4. 0 d B 

5 0 5 2.  5 d B 2 3. OdB 

1 00 5 3.  3 d B 2 5. OdB 

1 0 0® 5 3.  5 d B 2 4. 5 d B 

[0060] The property which the optical recording medium of an example had, and was stabilized was 
acquired so that more clearly than a table 3. [ better than the first time ] Moreover, there was almost no 
dispersion in the property by the recording track. Furthermore, defective inspection used for assessment 
here was conducted by the recorded random data and the data which reproduced it comparing. BER of 
this optical recording medium was a value good at 1.8x10-6. 
[0061] The over-write like the example 1 except performing over-writing on conditions (record power 
21mW and elimination power lOmW) after example of comparison 1 initialization processing. 
[0062] Then, the result of having measured the property by the optimal record power and the optimal 
elimination power by said assessment approach is shown in a table 4. 

[0063] 
[A table 4] 

* 4 

H9BL0S C/N 

10 5 3.  8 dB 19. ldB 

2m 5 2. OdB 18.  9 dB 

5® 5 3. OdB 2 4. 4 dB 

ion 5 4.   1 d B 2 6. OdB 

10 00 5 3. ldB 2 4.  5 dB 

[0064] The early rate of elimination of the optical recording medium of the example of a comparison 
was low, 5 moredB or more was changed, and a good and stable property was not acquired so that 

clearly from a table 4. 
[0065] The over-write like the example 1 except performing over-writing on conditions (record power 
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18mW and elimination power 7mW) after example of comparison 2 initialization processing. 
[0066] Then, the result of having measured the property by the optimal record power and the optimal 
elimination power by said assessment approach is shown in a table 5. 

[0067] 
[A table 5] 

5 

tftoiSLnsic ; C/N 

10 5 3. ldB 18.  1 d B 

2 m 5 3. 8dB 19.  5 d B 

51 5 3.  4 d B 2 5.  0 d B 

1 0G3 5 3.  1 d B 2 6. 0 d B 

1 0 0(5] 5 2.  6 d B 2 5. 5 d B 

[0068] The early rate of elimination of the optical recording medium of the example of a comparison 
was low, 5 moredB or more was changed, and a good and stable property was not acquired so that 

clearly from a table 5. 

[Effect of the Invention] Since the over-write [ this invention / the rewritable optical recording medium 
using a phase change ] on condition that specification after initialization processing, the optical 
recording medium of the property good and stabilized from first time record of actual data, is obtained. 
Moreover, the productivity at the time of initialization also improves. 

[Translation done.] 
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* NOTICES * 

Japan Patent Office is not responsible for any 
damages caused by the use of this translation. 

1 .This document has been translated by computer. So the translation may not reflect the original 

precisely. 
2 **** shows the word which can not be translated. 
3.In the drawings, any words are not translated. 

DESCRIPTION OF DRAWINGS 

[Brief Description of the Drawings] 
[Drawing 11 It is drawing showing the laser power output for explaining the laser modulation at the time 
of an exaggerated light, and the relation of time amount. 
[Drawing 21 It is drawing showing the record power dependence curve of C/N for explaining the optimal 

record power. 1 ...... 
[Drawing 3_1 It is drawing showing the rate curve of elimination for explaining the optimal elimination 
power and the maximum elimination power, and the elimination power dependence curve of C/N. 
[Drawing 41 It is drawing in the optical recording medium of an example 1 showing the record power 

dependence curve of C/N. 
[Drawing 51 It is drawing showing the rate curve of elimination in the optical recording medium of an 
example 1, and the elimination power dependence curve of C/N. 
[Drawing 61 It is drawing in the optical recording medium of an example 3 showing the record power 

dependence curve of C/N. 
[Drawing 71 It is drawing showing the rate curve of elimination in the optical recording medium of an 
example 3, and the elimination power dependence curve of C/N. 
[Description of Notations] 
1: Laser modulation 
2: The record power dependence curve of C/N 
3: The elimination power dependence curve of C/N 
4: Rate curve of elimination 
5: The record power dependence curve of C/N of an example 1 
6: The elimination power dependence curve of C/N of an example 1 
7: The rate curve of elimination of an example 1 
8: The record power dependence curve of C/N of an example 3 
9: The elimination power dependence curve of C/N of an example 3 
10: Rate curve of example 3 elimination 

[Translation done.] 
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* NOTICES * 

Japan Patent Office is not responsible for any 
damages caused by the use of this translation. 

1 .This document has been translated by computer. So the translation may not reflect the original 

precisely. 
2 **** shows the word which can not be translated. 
3.In the drawings, any words are not translated. 
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